Relationship Chart of John Tilley (c1571 - 1620/1) Mayflower Passenger 1620
11th Great-grandfather of Sydney Biddle Barrows
Mayflower Madam

John Tilley
   Joan Hurst
   │
   Elizabeth Tilley
   │
   John Howland
   │
   Desire Howland
   │
   John Gorham
   │
   Hannah Gorham
   │
   Joseph Whelden
   │
   Joseph Whelden
   │
   Mary Wilmon
   │
   Hannah Whelden
   │
   Ellis Hughes
   │
   Ellis Hughes
   │
   Elenor Hurst
   │
   Thomas Hurst Hughes
   │
   Lydia Page
   │
   A
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Sarah Hughes
Eli Benley Wales

Mary Hughes Wales
Walter Almer Barrows

Walter Almer Barrows
Sarah Olive Byers

Donald Byers Barrows
Sydney Biddle

Donald Byers Barrows
Jeannette Ballantine

Sydney Biddle Barrows

Mayflower Madam